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Nyc 311 app android

Technology can help alleviate the anxiety it causes. Modern life is about doing things. Constantly. Between family, friends, work, pets and fantasy hockey leagues you always have to do. And only if you think you've got all these things done, bam!is two in the morning and you wake up in a panic over all those other things you've forgotten. Fortunately, many tools and services can help you track all the things
you need to take care of your life. Here we present the best apps and services to do for an Android user who has too many things to do. Please note that while this list includes the best apps to do available for the Android platform, we know that you use multiple screens throughout the day. With that in mind, we combine the best services to help you keep your phone, tablet, laptop and work pc tidy. Google
Keep (Free)All right, so Google Keep is not a technically dedicated app to do. However, his bare-bones design and ability to create simple checklists is good for busybodies who want to keep organized on multiple screens. Keep's minimalist interface lets you publish a note or checklist to your phone or tablet and instantly sync it to Google Keep on your laptop. So, if you plan to shop after work, you can add
items to your checklist on your phone or website all day long and check them one by one on your phone as you pass through the grocery store. One strange thing about Keep is how unintegrated it is with the rest of the Google ecosystem. Keep it from syncing with Gmail tasks or even google calendar (while other non-Google apps see the Tasks app below). Keep also lacking a collaboration mechanism to
sync with other keep users, nor does it have alarm reminders. Who it's for: People who want to create very basic notes and checklists throughout the day and who don't need more advanced options or opportunities to collaborate with others. Astrid (Basic, Free; premium, $5/month or $50/year) Where Keep is minimalist and barely there, Astrid has almost all the bells and whistles you might want. The app
allows you to set dates and reminders and even syncs with Google Calendar, iCal or Outlook. Astrid is also large in collaboration, so you can share letters and notes with colleagues, friends and family members as long as they are also registered with Astrid. The application even integrates with the Android operating system. During my test drive, for example, I missed a call and was greeted with an
expected message from Astrid giving me the opportunity to turn this missed call into a new task. Similarly, when I got a Google Calendar reminder, Astrid automatically opened a prompt for checklist for the upcoming appointment. Depending on your personal workflow, this type of integration is either useful or very annoying. Fortunately, it can be personalised in The free version of Astrid allows you to keep
your devices and website platform tidy. This basic free system will be good for most people and families who want to keep organized tasks. The premium version of Astrid is available for large organizations at a price of $5 per month or $50 per year. The premium version offers additional features, such as storing PDFs in the cloud, images, and Microsoft Office documents. Who it is for: People who want to
collaborate with others on multiple projects on multiple screens. Any.Do (Free)Any.Do is a silky smooth to-do list that nags up in the right way. The app's attractive interface lets you easily move tasks across lists and around them and cut them with a swipe. The mobile app is equipped with an innovative day planner that automatically appears at the beginning of the day. It presents you with all the open
tasks, one by one, and gives you the opportunity to cancel them or push them back into the deal at a later time. While the service has yet to unveil a web version (its creator promises it's coming), it has a Chrome extension that acts as one for all intents and purposes (though in my experience with it, the Chrome extension deauthorized often, requiring me to sign back in with a password). In addition Any.Do
has a Gmail extension with a drop-down menu that lets you turn every gmail message into a task. It also throws a Any.Do box at the bottom of each email. So, if you get a message from Gary that you don't want to reply to right now, you can create a follow-up task with Gary and set it to tomorrow, and it will be added to the app immediately. Who it is for: People who need to be nudged for tasks that allow
them to stay on their to-do lists. Also for Gmail users who find it useful to create tasks from emails. Wunderlist (Basic, Free; premium, $5/month, $50/year) One of the most beautiful to-do lists you'll come across, Wunderlist has almost everything you might want in the app to do. You can create multiple lists with subtasks, notes, and calendar reminders. Wunderlist is also good for working with other
Wunderlist users. Like Astrid, Wunderlist also offers a premium version with additional functionality. The standard version will be sufficient for most people and families, but the Pro version can be attractive to businesses, providing collaboration tools such as the ability to assign tasks (the ability to attach files to tasks soon, the company says). Who it is for: The beautifully designed standard version is
suitable for almost everyone. If you're looking for a basic, minimalist organizer, Wunderlist might be like this, but it also has other well-integrated features for those who need something more Tasks (basic, free; Premium, $1)Gmail's Task feature is probably the most dinkiest of Google's offerings. But for people who spend a lot of time with gmail's open window, this is useful. Useful. that's little more than a
checklist in the corner of the Gmail window, where you can write basic notes and create basic checklists. You can even create new tasks directly from Google Calendar (though, inexplicable, not the other way around). While Tasks occupy a very valuable property in the world of technology, Google has not invested much in it. Fortunately, for those who came to rely on tasks as an organizational tool, the
non-Google team boasted about the Gmail API to create a really useful web application. The Tasks app lets you sync tasks between different Gmail accounts and access tasks in one place. So you can add or check Gmail tasks for both your work and home accounts, or create additional lists directly from your phone that are accessible from any account. The app even offers a Chrome extension that takes
your tasks to any open window. Tasks are available as a free app that starts running ads after eight days. The Premium version, ad-free Quests is available for $1. Who it's for: People who are already heavily dependent on Gmail tasks. Keeping up with emails, social media, and many gadgets can be a lot of work. All these technologies, which are designed to simplify life, often have the opposite effect. I
know that trying to keep a lot of things in order using just noggin cause a lot of anxiety. Fortunately, I also know that listing all the things you need to do and checking them one by one can suddenly make a chaotic universe a not-so-bad place. This story, Best Apps to Do on Android was originally published by TechHive. Note: When you buy something by clicking the links in our articles, we can earn a small
commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more information. There are more to-do list managers and tools available for Android that there is no way we can mention any of them. That said after testing several apps and companion services, we decided on Wunderlist as the best manager to do for Android, but it has very stiff competition. WunderlistPlatform: Android Price: Download PageFeaturesCross-
platform, with dedicated apps for iOS, Android, Windows, Mac OS and Linux in addition to webapp to access your tasks while you're on the system without the Wunderlist installedSyncs app all tasks to your Wunderlist account on the web, so you don't need to sync your device with your device or third-party intermediation service Disables home screen widgets so you can see upcoming tasks to do without
opening the AppSas you can add and manage tasks from your mobile app , assign appointments and deadlinesAllows you to send tasks to Wunderlist using email and supports email reminder when the task is causedAss to organize and perform tasks stand out by starring them, adding notes to help jog memory, or sorting them into lists or categoriesSet multiple backgrounds to personalize your mobile
experience / li&gt;WheresWunderlist the greatest strength is in its flexibility. The Android Android it is great and richly functional on its own, and gives you access to all the features you want from your mobile phone manager to do. You can easily add tasks, move them between categories, or mark them as important, change due dates, and even change the view to focus specifically on the most important
items you need to work on. In addition, all tasks and changes are synced to your Wunderlist account on the web, so you don't have to sync or push changes to another device. In addition, you can share to other users and collaborate on projects. Plus, it doesn't hurt that Wunderlist is available for virtually any platform, with native apps for iOS, Windows, Mac OS and Linux in addition to Android and a full-
featured webapp. Where shortwunderlist falls android app is relatively new, so some users have reported problems getting home screen widgets to work just right, or sorting tasks to work with. These all worked well in our tests, but it's worth noting. Also, while Wunderlist allows you to star tasks and take notes on them for more reference, there is no tagging support. Plus - and it's big- Wunderlist doesn't
have a location of consciousness at all. This is a con when you consider some of its competition has it, but it's not such a big drawback when you consider that Wunderlist is totally free and its competitors have a place to be aware of the fee for it. G/O Media can get a commissionupda: As many of you have reminded us, Wunderlist does not support repetiting tasks. CompetitionTo say that there are
alternatives on Android to Wunderlist would be a blatant understatement. Astrid (Free) was very close to taking first place. We've mentioned Astrid several times before, especially in our Lifehacker Pack for Android, and we still think it's a great app. It's free, he was one of the first feature-rich to-do list managers for Android, and unlike Wunderlist, it syncs with Google and Producteev tasks, as well as its own
web app, partly to make up for the lack of a desktop client. If you already use another web service and want an app that will sync with your Android phone, Astrid is a great alternative. If you're willing to put down money, Astrid has a location awareness plugin that will bring you back $1.49, and a Power Pack for $3.99 that includes features like home screen widgets and voice support. Taskos (Free) is
another free option that looks great and has many great features baked in the free version, which other apps include in paid versions or in-app purchases such as home screen widgets, alerts, voice actions, and Google task synchronization. The only downside of Taskos is the lack of a webapp or desktop app to use when you're on — everything is on your phone. Also, no discussion about managers to do
would be complete, not to mention ToDo.txt and Todo.txt Touch ($2) for Android, written by our own founding editor, Gina Trapani. To use Todo.txt Touch, the to-do list must be a text file in your Dropbox account. When combined with the Cli (Todo.txt (CLI) for Windows, you have an elegant but powerful way to manage your do-dos on the go or on your computer. Another tool, List (Free), works in a similar
way. Most other managers to do for Android are in free with paid add-ons or freemium department. ReQall (Free), has a great Android app that syncs with the ReQall web app, but synchronization is often wrong and its best features such as integration with Evernote and Google Calendar, SMS reminders and location awareness are only available to ReQall Pro 19.99/year subscribers. GTasks (Free) is an
easy-to-use to-do manager that syncs with and is ideal for people using Google tasks. This is a supported ad and costs $6.99 to remove. The task list (free) for Android is another great option that includes widgets and the organization of colors and categories. It is also supported by advertising; $1.99 will remove them. Finally, remember that Milk (Free) is another option, and the service updated only this
week to make the Android app free for all users, not just those who want to pay $25/year for a pro account. Still, even though the app is free, you can only sync with RTM servers every 24 hours and you'll have to do it manually. To unlock the real potential of the app, you have to pay for it. This is not an exhaustive list of apps to do for Android, to say the least. There are dozens in the Android App Market,
some of which serve as standalone organizational tools, and others that are just third-party channels for popular internet services. Do you have a favorite that we missed? Let us know in the comments below. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalogue of recommendations for the best apps and tools in many categories. Categories.
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